
Small smaller lille.

DELIGHTFULINNOVATION!

lille



SMALL DEVICE,
BIG EXPERIENCES

DEMANDS LITTLE,
GIVES A LOT

The device is easy to place anywhere,
thanks to its small size and optional
detachable power bank.

JUST THE RIGHT AMOUNT

Thanks to its smaller, 400-gram spread 
package, the device is well suited to 
places where less spread is consumed.

CLEANLINESS IS KEY

The advanced device brings 
hygiene and cleanliness to 
bread buffets and food counters. 

STYLISH SERVING

An attractive and modern bread buffet.

EASY AND SMOOTH

Even very young users easily learn to 
use the device, making it well suited 
to for day-care facilities.

SUSTAINABILITY – 
BE A FORERUNNER

The decrease in the amount of 
wasted spread and packaging 
material waste lead to a remarkable 
environmental improvement.



THE WORLD’S SMALLEST SPREAD DISPENSER

SMALLER
SPREAD
PACKAGE

SMALLER
THAN
BEFORE

FOODDUCK® lille is the newest member in the family of Finnish
FOODDUCK® spread dispensers. Its smaller size makes it

versatile for use everywhere. 



10 REASONS TO SELECT
FOODDUCK® lille

Fully aluminium-free packaging
is easier to recycle.

Smaller environmental burden
and decreased waste disposal
costs.

Hygienic and safe – also for 
people with coeliac disease.

Less waste of spread and 
packaging material.

Saves time and makes 
serving smoother.

AI

Thanks to its smaller, 400-gram 
spread package, the device is 
well suited to places where less 
spread is consumed.

Reduces environmental 
impact – only uses a tenth 
of the plastic packaging of 
traditional spread cases!

Spread is not exposed to 
oxygen, light or surface 
bacteria. 

Leasing the device is an 
easy and cost-effective 
solution.

A tidy and attractive bread buffet 
– a happy customer.



You can find more
information on FOODDUCK®
at foodduck.com

foodduck.com

WIRELESS OPERATIONS
An optional detachable power bank 
for the device make it wireless, so it 
can be placed anywhere.

REMOTELY CONTROLLABLE
AND LEARNING
(INTERNET OF THINGS)
The device produces real-time 
information on spread consumption, 
automatically anticipating upcoming 
service needs and even ordering 
more spread.

EASY TO USE
The device is easy to use and clean.
It automatically informs staff when
spread runs low and packages need
to be changed.

ONLINE REPORTING
The system can collect data on
consumption, and can help to 
optimise usage.



FOODDUCK® spread dispensers are 
Finnish Key Flag products. The symbol is 
only granted to a product that fulfils specific 
criteria and is manufactured in Finland. 
This message of Finnish quality, competence 
and reliability is a matter of honour for us.

FOODDUCK® dispensers have been 
awarded the Design from Finland mark, 
a guarantee of excellence in Finnish design.



Thanks to its small size, 
FOODDUCK® lille can 
even fit on a service trolley. 
It is light enough to lift and 
easy to move if required.

FOODDUCK® lille
is suited for use 
everywhere!



Taking FOODDUCK® devices into use is quick and easy.
Contact us for more! 

FOODDUCK OY
+358 (0)29 002 0240

info@foodduck.fi
www.foodduck.com

#foodduck


